
Silicon Valley Innovation Program
Securing Soft Targets
Virtual Industry Day
We will begin promptly at 

12:30 pm ET / 9:30 am PT



Silicon Valley Innovation Program
Securing Soft Targets
Virtual Industry Day

March 22, 2022



Agenda

• Welcome and Introductions
• Why Soft Target Security Is Important to DHS
• Soft Target Security Program Overview
• The Value of Real-Time Video Analytics for Public Transit
• Securing Soft Targets Topic Call Problem Framing
• Soft Target Security Q&A Session
• Silicon Valley Innovation Program: How DHS Works with Startups
• Adjourn
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Housekeeping

• Questions
• Q&A will be handled during the Soft Target Security Q&A and following the SVIP talk
• Please submit your questions into Q&A Box. Where applicable, please identify which 

speaker your question is directed.
• Presentation and recording will be available by Friday
• Topic Call details: https://go.usa.gov/xzgDx
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https://go.usa.gov/xzgDx


DHS Mission & Agencies
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Why Soft Target Security 
Is Important to DHS



Video 1
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https://www.dhs.gov/medialibrary/assets/videos/22786
https://www.dhs.gov/medialibrary/assets/videos/22786




Global Threat to Surface Transportation
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Challenge:  
 Diverse and open system architecture with no fixed check-points
 High passenger throughput; 6x higher than the most complex aviation model
 Privately controlled infrastructure with no federal oversight or security regulation

Problem:  
 Current commercial threat detection technology inadequate for end-user requirements
 Limited to no ability to detect threats on persons, in bags, or on vehicles
 Limited ability to quickly identify leave-behind bags/packages 
 Detect threats or indicators in a timely fashion while minimizing false alarms
 Deployed solution must fit into existing infrastructure

Soft Target Security Program (STSP) goals:
 Provide a layered and integrated capability to screen for potential threat items in unstructured crowds 

and soft-target venues 
 No impact to the speed of travel 
 Maintain passenger safety and privacy
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Minsk (2011)
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Elizabeth NJ ‘16

Washington 
DC ‘10
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Mumbai ‘06
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DIVERSE PERSPECTIVES + SHARED GOALS = POWERFUL SOLUTIONS



Soft Target Security Program Focus on 
Surface Transportation
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• Surface transportation such as subway systems can be a unique 
security challenge due to the large crowds of travelers and the 
open, unstructured environment. Public safety officials (including 
mass transit operators, mass transit police, and state and federal 
law enforcement teams) need a capability to detect potential 
threat items on persons and in bags without negatively impacting 
the speed of travel. 

• The free movement of goods and people depends on the security of 
our transportation networks. A substantial number of Americans 
utilize surface transportation on a daily basis, including over 10 
billion riders annually on 6,800 U.S. mass transit systems.

• S&T is developing technology to meet this challenge with the Soft 
Target Security Program, helping provide a layered, integrated 
capability to detect and mitigate the explosive threat at the speed 
of the traveling public.

Mumbai (2006)

Madrid (2004)

Minsk (2011)

Madrid (2004)Madrid (2004)

Brussels (2016)

New York City (2017)

DIVERSE PERSPECTIVES + SHARED GOALS = POWERFUL SOLUTIONS



DHS S&T Soft Target Security 
Program
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SAFELY DETECTING POTENTIAL THREATS

Soft Target security personnel need a way to 
safely detect potential threats concealed in 
vehicles, on people, and in their belongings 
that maintains personal privacy and does not 
involve physically searching them or impacting 
their flow of travel. Solutions to this 
challenging problem are currently limited, 
which is why the Department of Homeland 
Security (DHS) Science and Technology 
Directorate (S&T) is developing a layered and 
integrated capability to detect potential threat 
items at the speed of the traveling public. 

LEVERAGING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACROSS PARTNERSHIPS 

The S&T Physical Security Program is working in collaboration with our component 
stakeholders, end-users, and our technology development partners to close the 
security gap through innovative technologies designed to work together and 
provide screening coverage of unstructured crowds: 

 Event Security Decision Support Tools: A Special Event Assessment 
Rating (SEAR) events protection portal, containing security decision-
support tools for use by the DHS Cybersecurity and Infrastructure 
Security Agency Infrastructure Security Division and DHS Regional 
Protective Security Advisors.

 Forensic Video Exploitation & Analysis (FOVEA): A “user-in-the-loop” 
tool capable of quickly capturing the surrounding circumstances of a 
leave-behind event, allowing security personnel to clear 30-50 percent of 
suspicious packages without necessitating an emergency response.

 Standoff Detection: Non-invasive imaging sensors using complementary 
parts of the electromagnetic spectrum, which can safely scan people and 
their belongings within soft-target venues and crowded places without 
physically contacting them. Also, chemical detectors capable of finding 
trace explosive or narcotic materials on vehicles while maintaining 
passenger safety.

• Layered Architecture: Gathers input from distributed sensors of different 
modalities to achieve a more accurate and holistic threat assessment.

SECURING SURFACE TRANSPORTATION, SOFT-TARGET 
VENUES, AND CROWDED PLACES

S&T is developing this technology for use in the surface 
transportation environment because it is the most 
difficult security challenge. However, these tools will 
also have applications to other parts of the Homeland 
Security Enterprise. They can be used to monitor events 
that take place at stadiums, convention centers, and 
schools and can enhance security in any soft-target 
venue or environment with unstructured crowds. It is 
impossible for law enforcement officials to be 
everywhere at all times; thus, S&T is developing these 
tools to serve as a force-multiplier, assisting security 
personnel in keeping the public safe.

To learn more, please visit the S&T Surface 
Transportation Explosive Threat Detection page.

 

Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) 
serves as a test bed for several S&T-developed surface 
transportation security technologies.  

https://www.dhs.gov/science-and-technology/Surface-Transportation


Insert
Headshot



Securing Soft Targets Topic Call 
Problem Framing

Honore Nyuyse, Systems Engineering & 
Standards Subject Matter Expert, DHS S&T
Patrick LaFontant, Soft Target Security Program 
Coordinator, DHS S&T



Securing Soft Targets

Advanced Video Analytics
• Anomaly Detection: Objects, persons, and activities that suggest potential threats to Soft Target security

• Need: Improve Soft Target security through automation, accuracy, and comprehensive site monitoring for anomaly detection

• Solutions shall:

1) Automatically detect anomalous events via video camera feeds; 
2) Reduce error and tedium to optimize human performance; and 
3) Minimize delay to enhance responsiveness in threat situations.

• Solutions shall interoperate with existing video management systems

• DHS has a strong preference for open architectures

• Products are expected to be commercially available within two years
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Broad, Flexible, Anomaly Detection (TTA 1) 

Anomaly Detection
• Accurate – False positives must be minimal. Excessive false positives will result in system indications which are ignored by 

security personnel.

• Flexible – Relevant anomalies can vary with site specifics.

Flexible Implementation
• Machine learning (ML) trained by example video clips. A site could create a set of video clips of normal and anomalous 

events. The clips could record staged or captured events of both types. To best train the ML software, both normal and 
anomalous events are required. A key challenge is that there will be comparatively few clips of either event type, and ML 
typically requires substantial quantities of training data.

• Software models of anomalous events. Anomalous events relevant to a specific site could be described by a hand-crafted 
software model. The video analytics would then apply the model to determine if an anomalous event had occurred. The manual 
effort required to construct the model depends on the complexity of the event and the abstraction level of the modeling 
language.
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Challenges from Occlusion, Lighting, and 
Distance (TTA 2)

Challenges for Video Analytics at Soft Target Sites
• Occlusion – Soft Target sites are very crowded at many times during each week. The people making up these crowds, along 

with other structures present at these sites such as ticket booths and dividing walls, are sources of significant occlusion. 
Occlusion makes object identification, tracking and re-identification, and trajectory reconstruction difficult.

• Lighting – Insufficient lighting, varying lighting throughout the day, and shadows all reduce object identification accuracy.

• Distance – Objects too distant from the nearest camera are captured in video at low resolution, which reduces object 
identification accuracy.

Performance Objectives
• In the presence of these challenges, increasing over a set time period, using reproducible scenarios 

• By the end of Phase 1, false negative rate < 10% 
• By the end of Phase 2, false negative rate < 5% 
• By the end of Phase 3, false negative rate < 1%
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Real-time Performance (TTA 3)

Hardware Innovation
• While optimized algorithms can have a dramatic effect on performance, system architecture is the ultimate arbiter of real-time 

performance. Chip-level architecture, including custom Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), can be optimized for 
existing and new video analytics algorithms. System-level architecture can be optimized for processing location and data 
pipelining.

Software Innovation
• A software approach that mimics the human visual system may be useful. Cognitive studies suggest that human visual attention 

behavior presents clear attention shifts during dynamic scenes. Recurrent models that predict the behavior of all detected 
objects and the system then only pays attention to object behavior requiring immediate attention.  Cues from the prediction by 
reinforcement learning and change detection could help determine the area of interest for exploration.

Performance Objectives
• Real-time performance for a specific set of object identifications in a suite of video data, with accuracy increasing over time

• By the end of Phase 1, object identification accuracy in real-time > 75% 
• By the end of Phase 2, object identification accuracy in real-time > 85% 
• By the end of Phase 3, object identification accuracy in real-time > 95% 17



Soft Target Security 
Q&A Session



Silicon Valley Innovation Program
How DHS Works with Startups

Melissa Oh, Managing Director, SVIP
DHS Science & Technology

https://www.dhs.gov/science-and-technology/svip



Silicon Valley Innovation Program

• Founded in 2015
• Expands DHS’s reach to find new technologies that strengthen national security with the 

goal of reshaping how government, entrepreneurs and industry work together to find 
cutting-edge solutions

Cultivate
Educate the innovation 
community on DHS’s mission 
and challenges.

Innovate
Leverage commercial 
investments & adapt to meet 
government needs.

• Lowers the barrier to entry for startups globally to work with DHS
• Positioned to address emerging needs rapidly
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Benefits

Equity-Free Network Mentorship

Market Validation Amplify Your Reach Follow-on Funding



By the Numbers

MA

DE
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Past Topics
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K9 Wearables

Big Data

Drones/sUAS

Fintech 
Cybersecurity

First Responder Tech

Identity and 
Anti-Spoofing

Seamless TravelAviation Security

Internet of 
Things Security

BlockchainMaritime Security COVID-19 Response



Eligibility to Participate in SVIP

Commercial 
Startup 

Ecosystem
AI/ML

Computer Vision

Autonomy

Data 
Analytics

Blockchain

DHS 
Technology-

Driven Mission 
Needs

SVIP

• Have a DUNS Number. You can register for one at www.DNB.com

• Have less than 200 employees. This must take into account and include affiliated 
businesses, such as parent companies and subsidiaries, that are either in or 
outside of the USA.

• Have not been a party to any U.S. Federal Acquisition Regulation- (FAR) based 
contracts and/or federally awarded grants totaling more than $1,000,000 in the 
past 12 months, whether as a prime contractor or subcontractor. This total includes 
SBIRs.

• Do NOT have any Cost Accounting Standards Contracts with the U.S. federal 
government
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Application Summary

Topic Call
DHS operational agency 

describes need

Application
Startup submits application 

laying out how their 
commercial product can be 
adapted to meet DHS need 

Pitch
Select startups invited to 
provide 15 minute virtual 
pitch; Courtesy decision 
provided within 48 hours

Award
Other Transaction 
Agreement (OTA) 

awarded on average 
within 45 days
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Program Summary
Up to $2M over 24 months  •   3-4 tranches of non-dilutive funding ($50-500K/3-6 months)

Phase 1
Demo proof of concept

Phase 2
Demo prototype

Phase 3
Functional and 

Red Team testing

Phase 4
Test in various

operational environments

Phase 5
Additional use cases
(if requested by DHS)



Demystifying SVIP and Your IP

IP Rights
• Startup retains ownership of all IP you bring to the project

• Startup gains ownership of all IP created under the OT Agreement 

• DHS requires all data to be marked, as is feasible, to ensure appropriate handling
27

What DHS Wants Does NOT Want
• To find innovative companies to help solve challenging 

homeland security (HS) technological use cases

• To lower the barrier of entry for non-traditional companies 
that may already have viable HS technologies

• To match viable HS technologies with a specific DHS or 
government customer base

• Core Intellectual Property (IP)

• All of your proprietary information

• To scare off your future investors by tying up your IP

• To impede future commercialization of your product(s) or 
acquisition of your business



Now What?

Is SVIP for you?
• Am I eligible?

• Do I have a commercial product I’m developing that aligns well with one or more of these use cases?

How do I apply?
• Review the details in the topic call solicitation at: https://go.usa.gov/xzgDx

• Submit your application via the SVIP Portal at: https://svip.dhs.gov/svip/public
• Deadlines: April 28, 2022 and August 29, 2022

• Do not wait until the last minute to submit.  Late submissions and non-compliant applications will not be accepted, 
no exceptions.  Applications are no longer being accepted by email.

• You should hear back within 60 days of the application deadline whether you are invited or not invited to 
pitch 28

https://go.usa.gov/xzgDx
https://svip.dhs.gov/svip/public


SVIP Portal

Create an account:
https://svip.dhs.gov/svip/public

Search for Opportunities
• Securing Soft Targets

• Click to Apply
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SVIP Portal

Create an account:
https://svip.dhs.gov/svip/public

Search for Opportunities
• Securing Soft Targets

• Click to Apply
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Complete Application
• Fill out each tab

• Upload Technical and Cost under 
Supporting Materials tab



SVIP Portal

Create an account:
https://svip.dhs.gov/svip/public

Search for Opportunities
• Securing Soft Targets

• Click to Apply
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Complete Application
• Fill out each tab

• Upload Technical and Cost under 
Supporting Materials tab

Submit Only 1 Application
• “Complete” once submitted



Milestone vs Deliverable

Milestones
• Notable incremental achievements towards meeting the Phase 1 MVP demo

• Successful milestone completion triggers payment

Deliverables
• The “Deliverables” are the information, items, and materials (data) that are  specified in the OT Agreement 

for delivery to the government

• Startups must NOT deliver to the government any  proprietary information, item, or material not specified in 
the OT Agreement. 

• Differentiate between “Deliverable” and “Milestone” when submitting application
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Other Things to Know

Exchange & Handling of Sensitive Information
• Limit disclosure of Sensitive Information to the amount necessary to carry out work under this Agreement
• Notices must be prominently placed for all such business sensitive information
• Each party agrees to use reasonable efforts to maintain the security of Sensitive Information
• The obligation to maintain confidentiality expires when the information is no longer deemed by its owner to be Sensitive 

Information
Acquisition of Your Business or Business Line
• The government needs sixty (60) days notice prior to an acquisition of the entirety of your business or the business line 

which is responsible for performance of the OT Agreement
• Because there are legal restrictions regarding awarding OTs to nontraditional government contractors, an acquisition of 

your business by an entity that does not meet that requirement may require terminating the OT 
• You must provide information about the specified Deliverables in the OT Agreement and how the government’s IP in 

such Deliverables will be protected
• No specific action is required other than the above 33



Silicon Valley Innovation Program
Q&A Session



Thank You for Your Interest!

Can I get a copy of the presentation?  Was this event recorded?
• Yes!  We will follow-up with an email providing the link of where to access both.

I have more questions. How do I get in touch with the presenters?
• Send us your questions via email to DHS-Silicon-Valley@hq.dhs.gov

My product doesn’t meet what you need.  How can I find out about other opportunities?
• SVIP FEMA Data Collection and Analytics Industry Day: March 31, 2022 9:30-11:30a PT                          

Register at: https://sri-csl.regfox.com/svip-fdca-industry-day

• Send us an email at DHS-Silicon-Valley@hq.dhs.gov and ask to be subscribed to our mailing list to hear about 
other future opportunities 

• Check out our sister programs at https://www.dhs.gov/science-and-technology/funding-innovation
35

mailto:DHS-Silicon-Valley@hq.dhs.gov
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CONNECT WITH SVIP

dhsscitech

dhs.gov/science-and-technology/svip

DHS-Silicon-Valley@hq.dhs.gov 
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